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From Johann August Barth to Johannes Augustinus Baard 
 
Introduction 
 
In an attempt to trace my South African ancestors (family name Baard) back to their roots in Europe 
I first consulted the 1st edition of the major work on South African genealogy written by Dr J A Heese 
and edited by Dr R T J Lombard - SUID-AFRIKAANSE GESLAGREGISTERS – an epic 17 volume set. 
 
In this work the Baard family entry is headed BAARD (VROEËR BARK) and summarises the South 
African founding father (stamvader) as follows: 
 
Johannes Augustinus Bark, born about 1729, arrived at the Cape of Good Hope in 1753 as soldier 
(soldaat) in the service of the Dutch East India Company (the Vereenigd Oost-Indisch Compagnie or 
VOC) from Sonderhausen in Germany, becomes a civilian (burger) in 1781, tailor (kleremaker) in 
Paarl, marries Geertruida Elizabeth Van Straaten in Paarl on 8 July 1764 and dies in Paarl on 10 July 
1804. 
 
The VOC records 
 
My first action was to identify him in the VOC records at the Dutch State Archives at The Hague, the 
Netherlands. After several visits to the archives during which I examined the indexed entries at the 
beginning of each ship’s journal leaving the Netherlands in 1752, I eventually found a likely 
candidate: 
 

 
Alphabetical index, Ship “Diemen”, 1752 
 
The candidate is August Park (#188) of Sonderhause. The alphabetical index of the ship’s journals 
(always the first entry of the journal) is arranged on the FIRST name of the passenger/employee and 
not on the surname. The accents above the “u’s” of Aúgúst are only for readers to differentiate from 
similarly written “n’s” which have no accent above them. 
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The main “Diemen” entry for #188 is shown below: 
 

 
Main “Diemen” journal entry for August Park #188 
 
The main entry appears to show “On the ship Diemen, August Park of Sonderhauzen, soldier”. 
Because of this, to see the records of this person in the indexed version of all those who worked for 
the VOC (http://vocopvarenden.nationaalarchief.nl/search.aspx ) just enter park in the 
“achternaam” (=surname) box and select “Zoek” (=search). From the short displayed list you can 
select August Park. 
 
However, when Karl-Keinz Häge, the church archivist at Clausthal (now Clausthal-Zellerfeld in 
Germany) saw this entry he immediately said “Das ist kunstschreibe” and that the surname written 
on the page was Parth. So, we have the earlier possible variants of Bark, Park and now Parth as well. 
I have not been able to trace the source that Heese and Lombard used for the original surname for 
Johannes Augustinus Baard, which they named as Bark. However, it must be clear that the man 
listed as #188 on the Diemen IS the man that married Geertruy van Straaten in Paarl in 1764. 
 
The 850 ton Diemen sailed from the roadstead near Texel Island on 28 December 1752 and arrived 
at the Cape of Good Hope on 17 March 1753. The captain was German-speaking Tobias Sielkens. As 
the ship was sailing for the Amsterdam chapter of the VOC, the passengers would have been 
transferred from Amsterdam to the Diemen in smaller boats. Of the 159 persons who boarded in 
Amsterdam 17 died before reaching the Cape. Twenty one passengers left the ship at Cape Town 
before the Diemen continued to Batavia (Indonesia). 
 
As it was reasonably clear from the VOC records that our forefather came from Sondershausen (the 
current spelling) my next step was to inspect the church records for Sondershausen around the 
presumed time of his birth, 1729. 
 
 

http://vocopvarenden.nationaalarchief.nl/search.aspx
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The Sondershausen church records 
 
Sondershausen was the main town in the Principality (Fürstentum) of Schwarzburg-Sondershausen. 
Germany only came into official existence in 1871 so in 1729 Schwarzburg-Sondershausen was just 
one of many independent German-speaking principalities, duchies, etc. It was also a Protestant 
entity, so the only official church in Sondershausen was the Protestant Trinitatis Church or 
Dreifältigkeitsgemeinde. They recorded all baptisms, including some Jewish, Roman Catholic and 
Muslim records! This made my search a lot easier. I examined the church records using the Mormon 
Family History Library (FHL) microfilms FHL1271500 and FHL1334501-1334503. These 4 microfilms 
covered all Sondershausen church records as follows: baptisms (1695-1741), marriages (1691-1741) 
and burials (1691-1741). 
 
I was lucky to find the record below during inspection of the first microfilm. I believe that it is the 
baptism record of the founding father of the Baard family in South Africa. 
 

 
Record from the Sondershausen baptisms for 1729 
 
Transcription of the above German baptism record for Johann August Barth 
 
Anno 1729 
 
Johann August, Mstr. [Meister] Johann Martin Barths, Bürgers und Schloßmüllers alhir. Compatres: 
August Jacob Pflüger, auff fürstl. [fürstlichem]   Forwerge alhir Hoffmeister, Johann Casper Tollmuth, 
Renterey Diener alhir und Frau Rosina Lucia, Mstr. [Meister] Johann Nicodemi Sträubers, Bürgers 
und Hoff Metzgers alhir Eheweib. 
 
30. Junii 
vespt. 
[vespertinus] 
 
English translation of the German baptism record for Johann August Barth 
 
In the Year 1729 
 
Johann August was baptised. He is the son of the local citizen and master miller - employed at the 
castle by the ruling family - Johann Martin Barth. The godparents were: 
August Jacob Pflüger, local administrator of an estate belonging to the ruling family, 
Johann Casper Tollmuth, local employee in the ruler's treasury office, and 
Mrs. Rosina Lucia, wife of the local citizen and butcher - employed at the castle by the ruling family - 
Nicodemus Sträuber. 
  
Baptised on June 30 in the evening 
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Notes on the above baptism record: 
 

 In the German record the surname Barths is used. This translates into English as “of (Johann 
Martin) Barth” (the possessive form of the surname) 

 The child’s mother’s name is not mentioned. This was standard practice 

 The child was most probably baptized within a week of being born 
 
Further inspection of the records allowed me to build up the detailed family of Johann August Barth: 
 
There are no baptism records for his father, Johann Martin Barth, in Sondershausen or Clausthal. 
Johann Martin’s father (Caspar Daniel) was born in Clausthal. There is a possibility that the sought-
after church records were destroyed during the 30 Years War which was waged over large parts of 
North-Western Europe. Johann Martin Barth died after 1741 as he was not seen in the burial records 
of Sondershausen up to 1741. He married Anna Justina Hellmuth (spelled Hellmund in some 
documents). The marriage took place in Sondershausen on 20 September 1719. Anna Justina was 
baptised in Sondershausen on 26 February 1704 and died, aged 37, on 12 October 1741, when 
Johann August was 12 years old. The birth of 9 children was recorded. 
 
Of the 9 recorded children (5 boys and 4 girls) 5 died very young (between 1 and 4 years old). As 
their father was a master miller it is unlikely that the cause of their deaths was nutrition-related. 
That leaves infectious diseases as the most likely cause.  When Johann August Barth left home to 
join the VOC in 1752, aged 23, he only had one older surviving sibling, a married sister, Sophia 
Elisabetha (Barth) Bretschneider, and possibly a younger brother, Johann Carol, and a younger sister, 
Magdalena Sophia. 
 
A possible reason why Johann August Barth was enlisted by the VOC as August Parth could be in the 
names of his brothers – Johann Caspar, Johann Fridrich, Johann August (himself), Johann Heinrich 
and Johann Carol. He was most probably called August at home, rather than Johann. It is likely that 
he could read and write because there was a gymnasium school in existence in Sondershausen when 
he was a boy. As a miller’s son he might have been expected to keep the mill records. However, I 
have seen no sign of any documents written by him at the Cape of Good Hope. 
 
VOC enlistment 
 
It is not known why Johann August Barth left Sondershausen for the 400 km trip to Amsterdam. He 
was not the first man from Sondershausen to make this decision. During the inspection of the VOC 
ship’s journals of 1752 for the Amsterdam Chamber I saw several names originating from 
Sondershausen, all in the space of just one year. It is obvious that news of job opportunities with the 
VOC had spread all over Europe. He could have been expected to follow his father into the milling 
business. The Sondershausen castle mill was driven by water power from the Wippe River. This 
knowledge would also have helped at the Cape. Instead, he left the VOC in 1781 and, as a free 
citizen, became a tailor (kleremaker) in Paarl. 
 
He had married Geertruy Elisabeth van Stra(a)ten in Paarl in 1764 and they had 12 children. He died 
in Paarl on 10 July 1804 and is buried at the (then new) Strooidakkerk in Paarl. Enquiries at the 
church records office across the road in Reservoir Street reveal that the exact positions of the early 
graves were not noted, so it is not possible to locate his final resting place with certainty. 
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Summary 
 
I have inspected all entries in the baptism, marriage and burial records of the Sondershausen 
Trinitatis church for the period 1691 to 1741. I have looked at each given name and surname for 
possible matches which would look similar to Johannes Augustinus Baard or Bark. The only 
candidate is Johann August Barth, baptised 30 July 1729. No Bark names were found. This makes a 
virtually iron-clad case for the identity and origin of Johannes Augustinus Baard being Johann August 
Barth. 
 
The Germans pronounce Barth exactly the same way as the Dutch pronounce Baard.  His second 
child, a daughter, was named Rachel Justina. The name Rachel honours one of the baptism 
witnesses but Justina is not a very common name in South African terms and most likely came from 
his mother, Anna Justina. His fourth child and first son, Johan Marthinus, was most probably named 
after his own father, Johann Martin Barth. 
 
 
 
 
Frank Baard 
7 April 2013 
 
Visit the website http://baard-townshend.eu for more details of the earlier German Barths and their 
South African Baard descendants. Please note: there is NO www in the website address. 

http://baard-townshend.eu/

